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Allocation Rules for Hypergraph Communication
Situations

By A. van den Nouweland, P. Borm and S. Tijs'

Absrracr: This paper considers hypergraph communication situations, where for a group of
agents the economic possibilities are described by a coalitional game and the communication
possibilities are described by a hypergraph in which the nodes are the agents and [he edges are

the subgroups of agents who can effect communication. Axiomatic characterizations are pro-
vided for two allocation rules, the Myerson value and the position value.

1 Iutroduction

For a group N:- { l, ... , n} of agents the economic possibilities of each subgroup of

players who decide to cooperate are described by a coaliriona! game ( N, u) with

player set Nand characteristic function u: 2N-~IR with u(0)-0. Tlie communication

possibilities are described by a (communicationJ hypergraph (N, .x), where ~ïS 2N.

The interpretation is tha[ communication is only possible within a conferrnce He X

and all players in H have to be present before communication can take place. We

will implicitly assume that each player can communicate with himself and therefore

we restrict our attention to hypergraphs (N, ~) with .XS {He2N ~ IHI ?2}. For

convenience we assume that the game u is zero-nonnalized, i.e. u({i})-0 for all

ieN. The triple (N, v, ~) is called a(hypergruphJ canntunicolion silualion.

An example of ~ hypergraph communication structure appears in spor[s, for

example football. Football teams have committees and some members of those com-

mittees are also in the board of the national football association of their country,

which in turn has representatives in international football associations. Basic deci-

sions can be made within each of these three types of organizations and interaction

betwcen two organizations is possible if they have at least one member in com-

mun.
Communication situations where the underlying communication structure is a

gr.tph werc first studied in Myerson ( 1977). He introduced corresponding braph-

reslricred buines and characterized the Shupley vulue (Shapley (1953)) of these games

in terms of efficiency and fairness. Owen ( 1986) also studicd graph-restricted games

and their Shaplcy value, the Myerson vulue ( cf. Aumann and Myerson ( 1988)), for

situatiuns where tt~e untierlying graph is a tree. Mcessen ( l988) introduced a second

valuc for graph communication situations, the posirion vulue, and this value was

' Annt van ~cn NouwcLrnd, Pcrer [Sonn and Sref Tijs, Department of Gconomeuics, Tilburg
Uni~eniry, t'.O. lioA 90153, SOW LE Tilburg, The Netherlands
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charactcrizcd axiomatically in Borm, Owen and Tijs (1991) in casc thc communica-
tiun graphs contain no cycles. They also gave a new axiomatíc characterizatiun of
thc ~1ycrson value for the same class of communication situations. The idca of di-
rect communication between two players was generalized ~towards communication
within conferences by Myerson (1980).

Thc prescnt paper extends the Myerson value and the position value towards
hypergraph communication situations. Section 2 provides three axiomatic characler-
izations of the Myerson value, inspired by Myerson ((1977) and (1980)). In section 3
the position value is characterized axiomatically in case the communícation hypcr-
graphs contain no cycles. Further, a characterization of the Myerson value for the
same class is provided. Finally, section 4 addresses the irredundancy of the axioms in
the charactcrization of the position value given in scction 3.

Prelinrinaries: Let S be a finite set. Then we denote the numbcr of clements of S by
ISI and the set of subsets of S by 2`.
For a coalitional game (N, u) the 5hapley value m(N, u) (cf. Shapley (1953)) is de-
fined by

m;(N, u) -
(ISI -1)!(n- ISI)!

~ t (u(S)-u(S`{i}))
sez~ n.

for all iEN.
If SS N, then the unanimily game (N, us) on S is defined by

1 i( SS T
u,(T) - 0 else.

Tlie 2" - 1 unanimity games with player se[ N form a basis of the space of all coali-
tional games with player set N. Finally, we define the empty sum to be zero.

2 The Myerson Value

Lct HCSN denote the class of all (hypergraph) communication situations with fixed
player set N as described in section I. If (N, u, .L~)EHCSN, then a coalition SSN
can effect communication in the conferences in .Z'(S):a{HE~~HSS}. We define
inrerucrion sers of (S, .`~(S)) as follows:

I) {i} is an interaction set for all ieS
2) H is an interaction set for all He.i~(S)
3) if T' and TZ are interaction sets such that T' n T2 ~ 0, then T'vT' is an

interaction set
4) all interaction sets are obtained by 1), 2) and 3).
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The interaction sets of (S, s~(S)) are the subgroups oC players in S who can interact

with respect to communication in (S, ~(S)). The hypergraph (S, ..`io(S)) determines

a partition of S into inleraction components: a coalition TSS is a component within

S if and only if T is an interaction set of (S, íi'(S)) and there is no interaction set 7

of (S, ei`(S)) such that T~TSS. We denote the resulting partition of S by S~~l.

Now we are ready to introduce a reward junclion r": 2Nx 2~-~ 6t, which assigns to

a coalition SSN and a set of conferences slS.~ the reward that the coalition can

achieve when effecting communication in all conferences of .s~ (S). For all SSN and

all .s~S ~ we define

r"(S..s~):- ~ u(C).
cesi ~~

An a!location rule on HCSN is a map F: HCSN~ IR"

The first allocation rule we consider is an extension of the Myerson value

(Myerson (1977) and Aumann and Myerson ( 1988)) towards hypergraph communi-

cation situations. The (extended) Myerson value p assigns to a communication

situation the Shapley value of the so-called point game. ln formula, for all

(N, u, e`Y)eHCSN

N(N, u, ,,`Zo):-~(IV. r,r).

where the point game (N, r;,-) is defined as follows: for all SSN

r'á-(S):-r"(S, .iY~).

Example 2.1: Consider the communication situation (N, u, .,~), where N- { 1, ... , 6},

u is the unanimity game ut,,Z,~t and .`~- {{l, 4}, {2, 5}, {3, 6}, {4, 5, G} }.

We calculate the point game:

(I if S-N
rA-(S) - {

lll0 else.

Hence, the t`tyerson value for [his situation is

1~(N,ri.~)-~(N,r`,r-)-(i~-- ~é).

Mycrson (1977) proved that the Myerson value is the uniyuc allocation rulc on

the set of graph communication situations that is fair and component-ef(icient. We

will prove a similar result for hypergraph communication situations, inspired by

h1yerson (1980), where non-transferable utility games are considered. First wc intro-

duce somc properties.
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~ An allocation rule F: HCSN-~IK" is called con~ponerr!-cfjirien! i( fur all
(N, u, .~r ) eHCS'~' and all componcnts CeN~..Y'

~, F,(N,v,.~)-u(C).
.E(

~ An allocation rule F: HCSN~IR" is called jair if for all (N, u, ,~r)eHCSN, all
NE.:Y' and all i, jEH

F,(N, u, i2~)-F,(N, u, .i~`{H})-F,(N, u, .ïi`)-F,(N, v, JI'`{tf}).

So, according to a fair allocation rulc all playcrs in a confcrcnce H losc thc samc
amount if conferencc H is deleted.

~ An allocation rule F: NCSN~IIt" has balonced coruribuliorrs if for all
(N, u, ,:Y)eNCSN and all i, jeN

F,(N, u, ~)-F,(N, u, ri!;)-F,(N, u, rY)-F,(N, u, .il~ ,),

where

~I' ;:- {He.iT~ ~ iEH} .

~ An allocation rule F: HCSN~IR" satisfies the Slrapleyfonrtula if for all
(N, n, .:y )e1fCS~ and all ieN

F, (N, v, ~Y' )
ISI-I- ~ ( )! (n- S )~ r ~ F.(N, u. ~(S)) - ~ F,(N, u, .I~(S)-,)~ .

.}c,v II~ `~EN jEN

Thc relations betwcen the last three properties are givcn in

Lerrrrrra 2.1:

(i) An allocation rule on NCSN that satisfies the Shaplcy formula has
balanccd contributions.

(ii) An allocation rule on NCSN that has balanccd contributions is fair.

For the proof of this lemma we refer to Myerson (1980).
The following lemma shows that the Myerson value satisfies all four properties in-
troduccd above.
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Leinnra 2.7: The Mycrson value N is component-efficicnt and satisfies the Shctplcy
formula.

Proof.~ To prove componen[-efficiency let (N, u, .~)e1ICSN be fixed and let
CeN~il. We split up (N, r`á.) into two games, (N, rc) and (N, rN`c), vs~here for all
S~N

rc(S):-r`;,-(SnC) and rN`c(S):ar';i-(S`C).

Since C is a component of (N, ..2') we know that

r'á - rc t rN~c

It is straightforward to verify that ~;(N,rN`c)-0 for all ieC. Hcncc,

~ !~,(N. u. -~) - ~ ~~(N. rc) t ~ m (N rN~c)

iEC iEC iEC

- ~ ~~(N. r~Í -r~(M-r". (C)-u(C).
.Ec

where the first and the third equality follow from the definition ol the Shaplcy
value.
Now let (N, u, .7l')EHCSN and ieN be fixed. Note that

(ISI -1)!(n-ISI)!
N~(N.u.~`)-m;íN.~,r)- ~ (r~i(S)-r';,(S`{i})).

sc N n!

Hence, to prove that N satisfies the Shapley formula it suffices to show that for all
SSN

r';~-(S) -~ N,(N, u, .~f(S)) and r",.-(S`{i}) -~ N;(N, u, JI'(S)-,)
jEN jEN

and this is a direct consequence of the component-efficiency for It, the fact that u is
zero-normalized and the fact that ~(S`{i})-.~(S)-,. ~

Three axiomatic characterizations of the Myerson value are given in

Theorenr 2.3: The Myerson value is component-efficient and fair, has balanced con-
tributions and satisfies the Shapley formula. Furthcrmore, the Myerson valuc is the
uniyue component-efficient allocation rule on HCSN that satisfies either of the
other three properties.

PronJ: It remains to prove that there is at most one allocation rulc on tIC.SN that
is fair and component-efficient. Suppose F and G are two fair and component-
cfficicnt allocation rulcs on HCSN. Let (N, u, ïY)eHCSN bc such that
F(N, u, .:~) ~ G(N, u, ~Z`') and F(N, u, s9)-G(N, u, sQ) for all :0 S Jl: Without
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loss of gencrality, Ict k eN be such that F~ (N, u, .:Y')1 G. (N, u, ir ) and supposc
{i, k} c flE.ïr': Thcn

F,(N, u, .:Y')-F,(N, u, ~`')-F,(N, u, ~f'`{H})-Fk(N, u, .ï~`{H})
-G(N, u, .:I``{H})-Gk(N, u, .7~`{II})

- G; (N. u. ~` ) - G4 (N, u, ,:I` ) .

By repeatedly applying this argument we ob[ain

~ F;(N,u,.7f)~ ~ G;(N,v.~`).
.èC~ .EC~

where CreNI,~ is the component containing k, and this is in contradiction with
componcnt-efficiency for F and G. ~

3 Tlte Position Value

In Meessen ( 1988) the position value was introduced for graph communication
situations. The (extended) posi~ion value n for iiypergraph communication situa-
tions is defined with the aid of the catjerence game (,~f, r'N), where for all
(N, u, r?')EHCSN and all .taQ S..`Y

rN(.~):~r"(N..x!).

The position value is obtained by first assigning to each confercnce its Shapley value
in the conference game and then dividing the value of each conference equally
among its participants. In formula: for all (N, u, l:Z')eHCSN and all ieN

n,(N, u. 7I'):3 ~ IHI -'.~H(.~ rN).
II E ~,

where ..7;:~ {He~`~ ieN} denotes the set of all conferences of which i is a mem-
bcr.

Exunrple J. l: Consider the communication situation as describcd in example 2.1. We
calculate the conference game:

I i f .s~ - ~Yr',~.(,:d) - ~
0 else.

Hence, ~„(.'X, r'N) -; for all Hee`~ and

ni(N, u, .~)-n~(N. u. ~)-ni(N. u. x)-i'i -é.

n,(N,u. ~)-ns(N.u,~)-nF(N.u,~)-~'~}i':- ~.

Note that rz(N, u, iY") ~ p(N, u, rY').
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Ea-ample3.2: Consider the communication situation (N, u, .~('), where N- { 1, 2, 3},

u is the unanimity game ut,.it and .~- {{ l, 2}, {2, 3}, { 1, 3) }. Then some calcu-
lation shows tha[ n(N, u, ,~i')-(2, 12, ~). Note that although player 3 is a zcro-
player in the point game, he obtains a positive payoff according to [he position value

because player 3 can act as an intermediate between players 1 and 2.

In order to characterize the position value axiomatically we first introduce three

more properties of alloca[ion rules.

~ An allocation rule F: HCSN-~IR" is called addirive if for all (N, v, ,7I") and
(N, w, ..~)EHCSN

F(N, u t w, .9P)- F(N, u, .~iP ) t F(N, w, .?~ ).

~ If (N, u, ~2')eHCSN, then a conference He..i' is called superjArous (for
(N, u, ~)) if for all .ol S si'

r"(N, .~`{H})-r"(N, s~).

This means that the deletion of a superfluous conference from a subsystem of con-
ferences does not affect the reward of the grand coalition.
An allocation rule F: HCSN-~IR" has the superJluous conJerence properry if for all

(N, u, .i')eHCSN and all conferences He~i' that are superfluous for (N, u, ..`~)

F(N, u, ,.3~`{H})-F(!V, u, ~).

~ The iirJluence of a player in a communication situation is defincd as follows:

l,(N, u, :!''):- ~ IHI -'.~~E .,

One could think of !,(N, u, . ,`lo) as a natural measure of the importance of player i in

thc hypergraph (N, ;Y').
A communication situation ( N, u, ~) is called conjerence airwrymars if Ihere cxists
a function j: { 0, 1, ..., ~ ïY' ~ }--~ Ilt such that for all .nt S.~("

r"(N,.:r')-Í(~.c~~). (3.1)

An alloccuion rule F: IfC.S'Y~IR" has the irtJluence properr,v if lor cach conference
anonymous communication situation (N, u, .íio)eHCSN there exists an ae 112 such
that for all ie~ti'

F,(N, u, .li~)-c~.l,lN. u. .~).
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Lemnía 3.1: The position value n: NCSN~ IR satisfics additivity, componcnt-effi-
cicncy, the superfluous conference property and lhe inllucncc propcrty.

Proof.~ Additivity follows straightCorwardly. To prove componcnt-cfl'icicncy, Ict
(N, u, .~)eHCSN be fixed and CeNy,;T~ Thcn

~ n,(N, u. ~) - ~ ~ INI -~~n(~ ~,v) - ~ ~11(~. ~N)
,Ec ;Ec N ~r, rrE..tc,

1-) ~ mn(~(C).rr.,)-riv(~(C))-u(C).
FIE ~IC)

whcre cyuality (~) follows from thc dcfinition of thc Shaplcy valuc and the fact
that

r'h(.c~~ {N})-r',;,(srt)-r;,,((.rsin,,`~(C))v {N})-rN(.:~n.~f'(C))

for all .:0 c,~j' and all Ne.i~(C).
Now Iet H be a superfluous conference for (N, u, .:i')ENCSN. This confcrcnce is a
zcro-playcr in the game (..i',r'N) and hcnce ~„(.~I;r'N)-0. prom this wc sce thal
rc(N, u, :3`'`{N})-ac(N, u, eL̀~). Suppose (N, u, .,i~) is confcrcncc anonymous and
Iet f be as in ( 3.1). I3ccause all conferences are symmclric in the game (.ïl; r';,)

wll(~y,r.N)-rIY(-9 ) IJ( I-1

for all Ne .Y: Hcncc,

n,(N,~,~)- ~, INI-~'~H(x~N)-rN(.X)'~~~-~'l,(N,~..~~)

and we can choosc a-rN(.,Y')- ~áY~ -'. O

Theorem 3.2 below shows that the four properties of Icmma 3.1 characterize the
position value if thc hypergraphs contain no cycles. We first investigate cycle-free
hypergraphs. Let (N, ..i~) be a hypergraph. A chain ( of length k) in (N, .~) is a
scyucncc (x,, N,, xz, ..., H,,, xt „) where x,, ... , x4 arc all distinct playcrs and
N,,...,Nk are all distinct conferences such that {x,,x,,,}eN, for all
Pe { I, ... , k}. A cycle is a chain (x,, N,, zz, ..., NA., xk „) of length kz2 with
x, -x~..,. If (N, ..?~) is a cycle-free hypergraph and TSN is containcd in an interac-
tion component of (N,.i'), then T:-(j{Te~TSToSN,Toy..7~-{T"}} is the
unique set such that T5 T~N and T is an interaction component of (T, ..Z'(T)) and
there is no S with S~ T that has the same properties. This is a straightforward gen-
eralization of the results in Owen ( 1986).
Dcfining NCS; :- {(N, v, si')eNCSN~(N, sZ') contains no cyclcs}, wc have
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Theorem 3.2: The position value n is the unique allocation rule on HCS: that sa-

tisfies additivity, component-efficiency, [he super(luous conference property and the

influcnce propcrty.

Proof.- Lemma 3.1 shows that the four properties are satisfied by thc position value.

Let F: ffCS: ~llt" be an allocation rule that satisfies the four properties. Let

(N, ..`Y') be a cycle-free hypergraph, let QeIR, Te2N with ~ T~ ?2 and u:~QuT. Since

n and F are additive it suffices to show that F(N, v, .g')- n(N, u, .~?').

- If T is not contained in an interaction componcnt of (N, 7ro), lhen

n,(N, u, J~')-0 for all ieN. Furthermore, the inlluence property and component-

efficicncy imply F,(N, u, .~2~)-0 for all iEN.
- lf there is an interaction component C of (N, .~Y) such that T S C, thcn consider

T:-(~ {T"~TSToSN,ToI.í~-{T"}}.Obviously,

(Q if iY'(T)S.ss~
r'h. (,-,! ) - t

0 else
and

((3. ~ r`Y"(T)~ -' if He.iY(T)
~ii(~, r';) - t 0 else.

Hence, for all iEN

n,(N.u,~)- ~ ~H~-~~~,(~r,v)-Q'~~(T)~-~ ~ IHI-'.
~,E .., ri. .,~ ,. ~ r~

The supcrfluous conference property implies F(N, u, .)3~)-F(N, u, .71'(T)). Nole

that the conununication situation ( N, u, ..`Y'(T)) is confercnce anonymous with
j(0)- ... -J(~.~"(T)~ - I)-0, j(~.iY"(T)~)-Q. Consequently, the influcnce propcrty
and componcnt-cfficicncy for F imply F(N, u, ..2')-n(N, u, .:Y'). ~

We can also provide an axiomatic characterization of the Myerson value on the
class HCS: using thc following propcrty.

~ A communication situation (N, v, .ih)eHCSN is callcd poin! unonymous if thcrc
exists a function j: {0, 1, ..., IPI }-~I}Z such that for all SSN

r'(S..7I')-j(ISnPI), (3.')

~~here P:- {reN~ 3IIeX`. ieH} is the set of players who belong to at Icast one
conlcrcncc.
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An allocation rulc F: HCSN-~I{t" has thc comntunicalion ubiliry pruperry if for
cach point anonymous communication situation (N, v, ,X') thcrc cxists an aellt such
that for all ieN

F,(N, u, ~Y") - ~a if iEP
0 else.

Similarly to theorcm 3.2 one can prove

Theoretn 3.3: The Myerson value {~ is the uniquc allocation rulc on HCS: tliat sa-
tisfies additivity, component-efficiency, the superfluous conference property and tlie
communication ability property.

4 Irredundancy of the Axioms

In section 3 we characterized the position value n: HCS; -~Ilt" axiomatically by
additivily, componcn[-efficiency, the superfluous conference propcrty and lhe in-
fluence property. In this section we show that none of lhese Cour proper[ies is rcdun-
dant: for cach of the four properties we provide an allocation rule on HCSN that
docs not satisfy that specific property but that does satisfy the remaining three prop-
crtics.

Thc irredundancy of componen[-efficiency follows imnudiately by considcring
the allocation rule that assigns zero to each player in every communication situation.
Tlte irredundancy of the influence property follows by eonsidering the Myerson val-
ue (sce thcorem 3.3 and examples 2.1 and 3.1). To show the irredundancy of the
superlluous confcrcnce property we first prove the following

Le~rrmo 4.1: Let (N, u, .~)eHCSN be a conference anonymous communication
situation. Then there exists an ae1R such that for all CeNLSI~

r' (N. ..Y'(C)) - a. ~ íi~(C) ~. (4.1)

Proof.~ Let j be as in (3.1). If CeNL~ is such that ~C~ - I, then r"(N, í2~(C))-0
and ~.~Y'(C)~ -0, so r"(N, ,.`Y(C))-a. ~,.`Y(C)~ for every aelR. If there is exactly
one component C such that ~C~ ~ I, then we simply define a-v(C). ~.Y(C)~ -'.
Now suppose C, and CZ are two different components of (N, .Z~) such that ~ C, ~~ 1
and ~ C,~ ~ l and Ict c:- ~.i'(C,)~ z I. Let ke { I, ..., c} and sa~S..?~(C,) such lhat
I-~~ I-k-l. Let He..`Y(Cs), then

I(k-t)}I(1)-I(I~I)tt(I {H}~)-r~(N,.mt)fr"(N, {H})
- r„(N. .ratv { H} ) -I( I ss!v {H} I ) -I(k).
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Sincc ke{I,...,c} was arbitrary, wc sce that Jt~)-~(ti-t)tI(1) for all

Ae { I, ..., c} and it follows with induction that j(c)-c.J(I). l3ccausc C, and C. arc

afbllfafy N'l' Oblaln

r"(N. JI'(C)) -I(1)' ~ ~(C) ~

for all CeN~.7~ with ~C~ ~ I. 0

We define the inJluence rule p that for each communication situation divides

the worth of cach communication component equally among all conferences of that

component and, subsequently, divides the so obtained share of each conference

cqually among its members. In formula, for all (N, u, ..~r)etICSN and ieN

(I,(N, u. si~)' ~í7~(C,)~ -~'u(C,) if iEP
P,(N, u, .~):z l0 else,

where P is as in ( 3.2) and C, is the unique component of (N, ~) that contains

player i.

Theorem 4.2.~ The influence rule satis(ies additivity, component-efficiency and the

influcnce propcrty.

Proof.~ Additivity and component-efficiency follow immediately from the definition.

Now let (N, v, .iY')eHCSN be conference anonymous and Ict ae Ilt bc as in (4.1).

For ieP wc liavc

P, (N, u. ~ ) - l, (N, u, ~)' ~ ~(CJ ~ - ~ ' u (C,)

-l,(N, u, ~)' ~ ~(CJI -~'r~ (N, ~(C~))

-a-l,(N, v, sÊ~)

and for ieN`P we have

P,(N, u, ,iI')-0-a-1,(N. u, r7~).

Hence, p satisfies tlie influence property. ~

The allocation rule p does not satisfy the superfluous conference property, as is

seen in

Exanrple 4.1: Consider the communication situation (N, u, ..`Y), where N- { I, 2, 3},

u-ul,,~l and ..7P- {{ I, 2}, { 1, 3} }. It is easily checked that conference { I, 3} is

superfluous, but

P(N,u,.~)-~(I.i.i)-(',:.:) and

p(N,u, ~`{{1,3}})-(';, 2,0).
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To provc the irredundancy of the additivity property we first explore super-
Iluous conferences. The following lemma states that in a confercnce anonymous
communication situation either all or none of the conferences are superl'luous.

Lem~na 4.3: Let (N, u, iY)eHCSN be conference anonymous and have a super-
fluous conference, then r"(N„tQ)-0 for all sQSri!

Prooj.~ Let j be as in (3.1) and let Hes2' be superfluous. It suffices to show that
j(k)-0 for all kE {0, I, ..., ~.Xo~ }. Since u is zero-normalizcd we know
j(0)-r"(N,0)-0. Now let ke{1,..., ~~Z'~} and o~S.~`{H} with ~ss!~-k-1,
then

Í(k) -r'~(N..:r~~{H})-r'~(N, ~)-Í(k-1).

It now follows with induction that j(k)-0 for all ke {0, ..., ~..?`'~ }. O

For all (N, n, :Y")eHCSN we define

iY'':~ {He.iY' ~ H is not superfluous for (N, u, ..Y)} .

Leiuntu 9.9: Let (N, u, i3')eHCSN have a superlluous confcrence H, then
ïY'' -(.Y'`{H})'.

Pruof.~ Suppose H'e.iY"`{H} is superfluous for (N, u, .:i!'`{H}). Then, fbr aIl
,c~c.,y'`{H}

r"(N, .:,'v {H})-r"(N, .d)-r"(N, S~`{H'})-r"(N, (.ssr`{H'})v {H}),

which implies that H' is superfluous for (N, u, .~Y). Hence, .~'S(.7l'`{H})'. It is
straightfonvard to vcrify that every conference (~ H) that is supcrfluous for
(N, u, .:Y') is also supcrlluous for (N, u, ,iY`{H}). Thus, (,í7o`{H})' -.:Y''. ~

To show thc irrcdundancy of the additivity property we define the allocation
rule y as follows: for all (N, u, .~Y)EHCSN

(P(N. u. ~)
Y(N, u, X'):'

tP(N u. ~')

if (N, v, ,:Y') is conference anoirymous
elsc.

Theurem 9.5: The allo~ation rule y satisfics component-efficicnry, the supcrfluous
conference property and the influence property.

Proof. To pruve component-efficiency let (N, u, rY')eHCS~ and CeN~J~' be fixed.
If (N, o, ~i ) is ronlerence anonymous then component-efficiency for p gives us

~~ Y,IN.t'. ~ )-c(C).
,Fc
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I( (N, c, y) is not confcrcncc anonymous, we havc to considcr ( N, u, :Y"'). Notc

that N~.ïI'' is a fincr partition than N~rY: Hencc, thcrc are keQ~l and

C,, ..., C.eN~.~Y'` such that {C,, ..., C,} is a partition of C. Now

A. k

S Y,(N. u. .~~) - ~ ~ P,(N. u. .ST") - ~ u(C,) - ~ u(T)
,Ec ,-, ~ec, i-~ reNlr~:rcc

- ~ u(T) - r„(N, ~' (C)) - r~ (1~. ~(C)) - u(C).
7"E NI .r' l C')

To prove the influence property for y, we first note that it follows from thc

definition of p that n(N, u, ..`Y) - p(N, u, .:Z~)- y(N, u, .:Y") for each conference ano-

nymous communication situation (N, u, a`l~). From the influence properly for rz it

now follows that y satisfies the in(luence property. To prove the superlluous confer-

ence propcrty Ict He.~ be supcrtluous for (N, u, r~)eHCSN. If (N, u, .7(') is

conference anonymous then r"(N,.:c~)-0 for all s~S.7I' (Ienuna 4.3) and

y(N, u, .;Y` {H} )-0 - y(N, u, .~). So suppose (N, u, ,.~) is not conference anony-

mous. We distinguish between two cascs. If (N, u, .~`{H}) is not conference ano-

nymous, then lemma 4.4 implies y(N, u,,:To`{H})-p(N, u, (.iY`{H})')-p(N, u, ~X')

- y(N, u, ,~t'~). If (N, u, ,.Y'`{H}) is conference anonymous, then trivially (N, u, .X') is

confcrencc anonymous loo and

y(N,u, .~Y'`{H}) - p(N, u, ,~3''`{H})- rz(N, u,..`f'`{H}) ~~~ rz(N, u, .~Y'')

- P(N, u, ~') - Y(N, u. ~~)

whcrc cqualiry (I) follows from the fact thal n satisfies thc supcrl'Iuous confcrencc
O

property.

Thc allocation rulc y does not satisfy thc additivity propcrty, as is sccn in

Exurnple 4.1: Consider the communication situation (N, u, X'), where

N-{1,2,3,4},u-ui,,~tfutZ,~land.:7'-{{1,4}, {2,4}, {3,4}}.(N,u,si')isnot

conferenee anonymous and has no superfluous conferences, hence,

x , , , , , , ,
Y(N, u, I~)-P(1V, u, ~')-P(N, u, x)-3(i, Z, i. t i)-(~. i. i. 1).

W e calculalc rz(N. u, ~) -(:, :, ~, i) f(B, :. é, i) - (:, ~~:, 1).

Since (N, u, ~Y)eHCS: and y(N, u, ~) ~ rz(N, u, rY), we sce that y cannot

satisfy additivity.

Rerrtark: Borm, Owen and Tijs (1991) gave an axiomatic characterization of the po-

sition value on the class of communication situations where the underlying hyper-

graph is a cycle-free graph. The axioms they used are restrictions of the axioms we

use to characterize the position value on the class NCS~. Since we cliose examples

4.1 and 4.2 such that they belong to the class Borm el al. considcred, the results in

this section immediately imply that thcir axioms are irredundam too.
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